Alan, I appreciated your message (-141400383) re the Survey project. I would like to see it move ahead rapidly... as I know you would. However, I suggest that Byron be involved (in Wubbo's absence) in phase A at a slightly earlier time.

Specifically, your #5 point in the message seems to slightly miss the point. It is not that Leonov required or even cared if question 3a of your survey is removed... it is rather that the way some otherwise quite useful things are asked may be enough off-base, from the point of view of an Astro/Cosmo, that they are either ignored, misunderstood or (worst case) poison the person to the whole questionnaire. I think it is more the wording and or manner in which something is asked that is the key point... and I believe that Byron could be most helpful, not in reviewing the questions AFTER you get it put together (your #6) but rather in a brief telecon aiding you in revising or rewording certain questions AS you put it together. And yes, this might mean eliminating certain questions which simply have validity only to the ground-based psychologist but not to the the Spacer... c'est la vie!
Ignore if all this doesn't fit your and Byron's plans.

Also, I tended to call all this the ASE spaceflight database project. Seemed to me to have more distinguished and semipermanent status.

Rusty

Disposition: d

To: E.MITCHELL (TCN422)
Cc: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443) Delivered: Mon 2-Feb-87 21:23 EST Sys 141 (25)
Subject: ADDRESS FOR INFORMATION YOU REQUESTED
Mail Id: IPM-141-870202-192570833

Ed: 21:07:07 2/2/1987

During our meeting in Innsbruck I mentioned the graduate level online course which I participated in for a couple of years, and as I recall it you expressed an interest in obtaining some further info on it.

The School of Management and Strategic Studies (SMSS) of the Western Behavioral Sciences Institute (WBSI) in La Jolla is the perpetrator of all this... and it is excellent. I began to really get an understanding of what this medium we use can be for education/communication when used fully. The course is populated by some of the most experienced and thoughtful people I have ever had the pleasure of exchanging serious thoughts with. No question that you'll get lots out of the experience. I've often thought how much higher the quality of interaction is than the graduate courses we took at MIT... there's an irony.

I'm copying Anne-Marie Elkins with this message (albeit on EIES) and if you'll send me your preferred addresses and indicate whether you'd like to have materials sent to Paris or Palm Beach, I'll pass it on to Anne-Marie and you'll be sent the poop.

Can't say enough for it.... though if you get going. I'll see less of you here on TCN!

Rusty

Disposition: d

To: TCN443
From: ASE-USA (TCN423) Delivered: Mon 2-Feb-87 21:27 EST Sys 141 (0)
Subject: Acknowledgment of: ADDITIONAL MOTION, INFO, AND PROPOSAL TO ADJOURN
Original Mail Id: IPM-141-870202-166131041
Received: Mon 2-Feb-87 21:27 (Explicit)
Mail Id: IPM-141-870202-193150945

Disposition: d

Fo: L.ACTON (TCN409)
Fo: E.ACTON (TCN413)
Fo: J.BARTOE (TCN418)
Fo: E.MITCHELL (TCN422)
Fo: ASE-USA (TCN423)
Fo: B.LICHTENBERG (TCN424)
Fo: T.WANG (TCN425)
Fo: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: ASE-USA (TCN423) Delivered: Mon 2-Feb-87 21:36 EST Sys 141 (40)
Subject: CONFIRMATION OF MSG. SENT
Mail Id: IPM-141-870202-194490607

I am home right now, Taylor, but as far as I know, your message was sent to the ASEBD distribution list, wasn't it? If not, here it is for the record. Thanks for the reminder. Mr. Chairman, did you get Taylor's votes?
Ted

From: T.WANG (TCN425) Delivered: Mon 2-Feb-87 20:42 EST Sys 141
To: ASE-USA
Subject: CONFIRMATION OF MSG. SENT
Mail Id: IPM-141-870202-186320281

Earlier this month I sent my first message via TCN. It carried my vote and a comment on Addison Wesley and the book promotion.

I noticed on the message sent all of us concerning the outcome of the vote that I was down as "not voting."

Did my message come through?

If not, here it is again and I would request confirmation as I am new at this!

(1) I cast my vote for the officials of ASE-USA.

(2) I suggest that if Addison Wesley is willing to go out on a limb with us (we need to verify that the commitment is iron-clad), we should make up our minds fast...and I vote we go with Addison Wesley. The book must be published before next Shuttle flight.

(3) I am willing to participate in the book promotion.

Taylor Wang

Disposition: d

To: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: ASE-USA (TCN423) Delivered: Mon 2-Feb-87 21:39 EST Sys 141 (?)
Subject: did not get...
Mail Id: IPM-141-870202-194970363

Hi.
Here I am at home on the model 102. I never got the long action item list you promised from Excom. I think maybe it got lost in the tcn email breakdown. Can you get that to me? thanks.
Ted
Rusty,

I am about 6 weeks out of date on our financial picture and Evelyn is out of town for the rest of this week. However, as of this moment I still consider our financial status a precarious and we have no funding plan in place.

Can this expense of incorporation be put off for another year?

Loren

Disposition: d

To: ASE-USA (TCN423)
Cc: E.ACTON (TCN413)
Cc: J.BARTOE (TCN418)
Cc: E.MITCHELL (TCN422)
Cc: B.LICHTENBERG (TCN424)
Cc: T.WANG (TCN425)
Cc: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: L.ACTON (TCN409) Delivered: Mon 2-Feb-87 23:12 EST Sys 141 (8)
Subject: Reply to: CONFIRMATION OF MSG. SENT
Mail Id: IPM-141-870202-19449060
In Re: lpm-141-870202-166131041

Taylor,

Your first message was received but not until after the vote tabulation was put together. Thanks very much for your response and your votes will appear in the final minutes of the meeting.

Loren
Disposition: d

To: TCN443
From: E.MITCHELL (TCN422) Delivered: Tue 3-Feb-87 1:30 EST Sys 141 (0)
Subject: Acknowledgment of: ADDITIONAL MOTION, INFO, AND PROPOSAL TO ADJOURN
Original Mail Id: IPM-141-870202-166131041
Received: Tue 3-Feb-87 1:30 (Explicit)
Mail Id: IPM-141-870203-013610892

Disposition: d

To: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: E.MITCHELL (TCN422) Delivered: Tue 3-Feb-87 1:36 EST Sys 141 (2)
Subject: Reply to: ADDITIONAL MOTION, INFO, AND PROPOSAL TO ADJOURN
Mail Id: IPM-141-870203-014406774
In Reply To: IPM-141-870202-166131041

ALL: I VOTE AYE ON FUNDS FOR SWISS INCORPORATION OF ASE.
EDM

Disposition: d

To: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: E.MITCHELL (TCN422) Delivered: Tue 3-Feb-87 1:47 EST Sys 141 (4)
Subject: Reply to: ADDRESS FOR INFORMATION YOU REQUESTED
Mail Id: IPM-141-870203-016181026
In Reply To: IPM-141-870202-192570833

RUSTY: RE THE WBSI COURSE, USE THE PALM BEACH ADDRESS SINCE I WILL
BE BACK THERE IN A COUPLE OF WEEKS.
120 VIA DEL LAGO, P.B. FL. 33480
THANKS. EDM

Disposition: d

To: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
Cc: A.KELLY (TCN416)
Cc: ASE-USA (TCN423)
Cc: B.LICHTENBERG (TCN424)
Cc: W.OCKELS (TCN442)
From: A.KELLY (TCN416) Delivered: Tue 3-Feb-87 2:20 EST Sys 141 (9)
Subject: Response to ASE DATABASE PROJECT
Mail Id: IPM-141-870203-021040185

Stilted wording, I think that's what you're trying to guard against. And
as much pretesting as I've done -- watching for just that problem -- I
appreciate your reminder that some pretests on space fliers should be
done first. No question, I would not want to alienate any potential
respondents.

I'll involve Byron AS I go, maybe a few others of you if you're up to
filling out redrafts of the Phase A questionnaire. Thanks for the advice.

Disposition: d

To: TCN443
From: B.LICHTENBERG (TCN424) Delivered: Tue 3-Feb-87 13:45 EST Sys 141 (0)
Subject: Acknowledgment of: ADDITIONAL MOTION, INFO, AND PROPOSAL TO ADJOURN
Original Mail Id: IPM-141-870202-166131041
To: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
Cc: L.ACTON (TCN409)
Cc: E.ACTON (TCN413)
Cc: J.BARTOE (TCN418)
Cc: E.MITCHELL (TCN422)
Cc: ASE-USA (TCN423)
Cc: T.WANG (TCN425)

From: B.LICHTENBERG (TCN424) Delivered: Tue 3-Feb-87 13:49 EST Sys 141 (2)

Subject: Reply to: ADDITIONAL MOTION, INFO, AND PROPOSAL TO ADJORN

Mail Id: IPM-141-870203-124400430
In Reply To: IPM-141-870203-123851059

1 second Rusty's motion and VOTE YES ON ALLOCATING 1,000.00 DOLLARS TO ED MITCHELL FOR INCORPORATION IN CH. BYRON.

To: ASE-USA (TCN423)
Cc: L.ACTON (TCN409)
Cc: E.ACTON (TCN413)
Cc: J.BARTOE (TCN418)
Cc: E.MITCHELL (TCN422)
Cc: T.WANG (TCN425)
Cc: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)

From: B.LICHTENBERG (TCN424) Delivered: Tue 3-Feb-87 13:56 EST Sys 141 (4)

Subject: Reply to: CONFIRMATION OF MSG. SENT

Mail Id: IPM-141-870203-125430483
In Reply To: IPM-141-870203-124400430

Taylor. I didn't receive your first message for the ASEBD but did get the one that Loren retransmitted. Glad to have your vote of confidence, by the way, can you participate in the speaking tour? Byron.

End of Mail.